Performance and LDV Measurements of a Large-Scale Rotor with Synthetic Jet Actuators
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Abstract Increasing the power efficiency of rotating energy systems such as wind turbines and gas turbine rotors is critical to deriving more energy from wind or fossil fuels. In this experimental study, thrust-power and laser Doppler velocimetry measurements were made on a sub-scale three-bladed rotor containing an S809 airfoil and 20 piezoelectric-based synthetic jet actuators. The rotor was operated at rotational speeds between 250 and 1,250 revolutions per minute (RPM) and blade pitch angles of 0, 3, and 6 degrees. It was found that activating 20 synthetic jets per blade reduces the net power input to drive the rotor by up to 10.6% at a rotational speed of 500 RPM and blade pitch angle of 3 degrees. It was also shown that rotor performance parameters; figure of merit and thrust coefficient also increased by up to 28% and 9% respectively. Chordwise velocity measurements reveal that synthetic jets reduce velocity deficit within the boundary layer improving the blade sectional lift coefficient and thrust. A correlation is made between the blade tip vortex Reynolds number and spanwise velocity measurements, which indicates that the tip vortex becomes more turbulent and induces an adverse pressure gradient with increasing rotor speed and blade pitch angle. The results indicate that synthetic jets are a viable means of improving the power efficiency of a rotor with vortex Reynolds numbers under $1.8 \times 10^5$.
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1 Introduction

Active flow control techniques on three-dimensional, vortex-dominated rotor flows presents a fertile ground for new and innovative ways to control these flows for energy efficiency and power gains in energy systems such as wind turbines and gas turbine engines. Much of the literature on active flow control has focused on synthetic jets or plasma actuators for fixed, non-rotating blades and low Reynolds numbers flows. Synthetic jet actuators, which are the type of actuators used in the experiments of this study, are simple zero-net mass-flux devices driven by a piezo disk to ingest and expel fluid at high frequencies in a periodic manner through an orifice using only the ambient fluid with no external mass source [1][2]. The main benefits of these actuators for flow control applications are their mechanical simplicity and integration to aerodynamic bodies, as well as low power consumption.

Oster and Wygnanski [3] and Roberts [4] showed that external actuation could affect the global flow field by modifying the evolution and interaction of large-scale vortical structures. These modifications can lead to a Coanda like deflection of the separating shear layer toward the surface such that the shear-layer-amplified disturbances are advected downstream in close proximity to the surface [5]. Ultimately, this phenomenon introduces higher momentum to the separated region and in the time-averaged sense leads to flow reattachment [6]. Amitay et al. [7] and Zhang and Zhong [8] demonstrated the suppression of separation over an unconventional airfoil at moderate Reynolds numbers when the synthetic jets are activated at frequencies an order of magnitude higher than the shedding frequency of the airfoil.

The complexity of the flow physics increases drastically when the geometry of the airfoil or blade model is three-dimensional; a large spanwise flow component exists in addition to the formation of a blade tip vortex. Since blade-tip vortex shedding causes detrimental losses in aerodynamic efficiency, it is desired to minimize the size and strength or vorticity of the vortex using active flow control. More recently, active flow control has been applied near the wingtip of low aspect ratio fixed-wing model [9] with three-dimensional flow characteristics in an effort to control the behavior of primary vortex structures with secondary synthetic jet vortex structures [10]. The flow interactions of a single finite span synthetic jet near the wing tip of an unswept and swept-back wing with an aspect ratio of 4 and low Reynolds number of 100,000 were studied. For the unswept finite wing, the effect of the blowing ratio was analyzed based on three-dimensional time-averaged,
phase-averaged, and instantaneous flow fields. At low blowing ratios, spatial non-uniformities developed, due to the finite span of the jet orifice, which led to the formation of small and organized secondary structures or a streak-like pattern in the mean flow. On the other hand for high blowing ratios, turbulent vortical structures were dominant, leading to larger spanwise structures, with a larger spanwise wavelength in the mean flow. For the sweptback wing, a synthetic jet near the wing tip modifies the size and enables breakdown of the local flow structures at the location of the jet. However, due to the limited blowing ratio and presence of spanwise flow and strong wing-tip vortex, the synthetic jet was not able to influence the dominant primary flow structures to meaningfully control the flow. Greenblatt and colleagues studied the effectiveness of synthetic jet actuation as a means to control a wing-tip vortex [11][12]. They found that a small input of momentum near the tip resulted in large changes to the shear layer that rolls up into the vortex. Furthermore, the alteration of the shear layer had an effect of moving the vortex outboard. However, the surface pressures showed that the deflection of the shear layer had a small effect on the local aerodynamic loads. Other studies to control wing tip vortices using unsteady blowing [13] and plasma actuators [14] have been completed, showing an increase in vortex size and a reduction in core circulation at low angles of attack. Most recently, studies on new sweeping jet actuators show promise for flow separation control [15][16].

Experimental investigations on the application of active flow control for fully rotating blade systems have recently become an active area of research. One very recent review paper highlights studies on the application of active flow control to the low-pressure turbine section of a gas turbine to alleviate vortex shedding and separation [17]. Another study applied trailing edge and side-wall blowing to a linear stator cascade [18] in order to increase the pressure rise coefficient by 5% and significantly reduce the wake size. Other studies have also been reported on the use of active flow control technology for actual wind turbines of various power ratings. A plasma-based flow control system integrated to the surface of the blades of a 20 kW wind turbine was successfully demonstrated to improve flow stall performance and power capture [19]. Synthetic jets have also been applied in wind turbine blade models based on the S809 and S817 airfoil with simplified flow physics where the blade is not rotating but pitching. Taylor et al. [20] showed on a low Reynolds number S809 wind turbine blade that synthetic jets can reduce dynamic stall and the hysteresis involved in lift during pitching maneuvers. A reduction in hysteresis up to 73% with synthetic jets was found on a large-scale study focusing on the NREL Phase VI turbine when the blade was undergoing pitching [21]. Similar wind tunnel studies by Rice et al. [22][23] using stereo particle image velocimetry were conducted using the S817 airfoil to understand how synthetic jet vortex structures interact with primary flow structures in dynamic stall conditions. Further studies on dynamic stall have employed leading edge vortex generators, such as demonstrated experimentally by Martin et al. [24] and Mai et al. [25], and with a co-flow jet on an specially designed S809 airfoil [26].

While synthetic jets show promise in improving the aerodynamics and performance of large-scale rotating blades, the interaction between a synthetic jet and the external flow is very difficult to measure consistently at the same location using laser-based flow diagnostic techniques. The challenges are due to blade structural vibration or oscillation of the blade position as a function of rotor speed, and seeding the flow properly [27]. Nevertheless, there have been studies using laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) to measure the unsteady flow in a low Reynolds number flow rotor [28]. The study by Maeda et al. [29] showed the feasibility of taking LDV measurements along the boundary layer of a small-scale blade inside a wind tunnel. Moreover, a series of experimental investigations have focused on measuring the rotor blade-tip vortex structures using PIV [30] and the wake using LDV by Leishman and colleagues [31][32][33]. These studies indicate the importance of understanding the nature and behavior of blade tip vortices and the wake prior to utilizing active flow control to study the interaction of multi-scale vortex structures to improve rotor performance.

1.1 Research Overview and Objectives

The present study is aimed at performing initial sets of flow and thrust measurements on a three-bladed rotor representative of a real scaled-down wind turbine rotor based on the S809 airfoil developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [34]. The main goal of the research is to determine the rotor operating conditions, e.g. rotor speeds and blade pitch angles, where active flow control with synthetic jets are able to increase rotor thrust-power efficiency. This parameter is defined as thrust generated in Newtons per unit-Watt motor power consumption. Moreover, in order to gain perspective and compare the results to other studies,
rotor performance in terms of dimensionless parameters particularly thrust coefficient and figure of merit are also presented. By measuring the mean flow along a chordwise plane with a synthetic jet near the tip of the blade with laser Doppler velocimetry, we can understand how secondary vortices from synthetic jets impact the near-wall flow and local flow reattachment to improve rotor thrust.

The active flow control technique applied utilizes piezo disk actuators to generate two-dimensional synthetic jets, and is based on the studies by the author for non-rotating and fixed-pitch wind turbine blade models [35][36]. These early experiments in a wind tunnel were performed at low Reynolds numbers between $2.4 \times 10^6$ representing quasi-laminar, two-dimensional flow where the width of the synthetic jet orifice is perpendicular to the oncoming flow direction. The current experiments were performed on a sub-scale experimental rotor at local blade flow Reynolds numbers up to approximately $1 \times 10^6$, where the flow is transitional and highly three-dimensional with varying primary turbulent length scales. Based on the LDV measurements, secondary vortices with small same-order length-scales and fixed time-scales (such as the ones produced from piezo-driven synthetic jets with fixed driving frequencies and orifice geometries) have a considerable effect in modifying the flow field very close to the location of a synthetic jet. However, viscous diffusion of small scales quickly diminishes the effect of synthetic jets downstream of the jet.

2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Rotor Test Tower

The main purpose of the rotor tower and transmission is to allow safe operation of the rotor at rotational velocities up to 1,250 revolutions per minute (RPM). The main design objective was to produce a tower system capable of generating flow Reynolds numbers up to approximately one million based on the local blade chord and free stream velocity. The tower design consists of a solid metal base with four large reinforcing flanges and leg extensions that are bolted to the floor with vibration isolation pads. The metal tower mast is removable and different mast lengths can be positioned to vary the height of the rotor hub. Experiments were performed at a rotor hub height of 3.4 m inside a high-bay test cell clear of any objects for safety and to neglect effects of the ground and ceiling on the flow and thrust measurements. Cheeseman’s theory [37] was used to estimate ground effect for this study. At a dimensionless ground height, $z/R = 2.82$ where $R$ is the rotor radius, the expected increase in thrust from ground effect is less than 1%.

The rotor transmission was designed to allow the rotor to operate in energy capture wind turbine mode, or as a propulsive rotor mode by mounting the rotor assembly vertically or horizontally via an aluminum adapter to the tower base. The rotor is driven in continuous locked mode (allowing reverse rotation of the motor acting as a generator in wind turbine mode) via an 8.5 kW brushless motor (model A150 manufactured by Hacker motors) with an 8 to 1 motor to rotor gear reduction. A Hall-effect sensor is integrated to the transmission drive shaft to measure the rotational speed of the rotor. The rotor head and metal swash plate enable a full range of collective and cyclic pitch control inputs to vary the blade pitch angle via four high-torque servos with an accuracy of ± 0.2 degrees. The entire rotor head and transmission system is bolted to an ATI-IA model Theta high capacity six-component load cell capable of measuring the three forces and torques with a resolution of 0.25 N and 0.0125 N-m in the rotor thrust and torque measurement respectively. The motor current is controlled with a Yep opto speed controller with a 52 Volt and 180 Amp maximum rating capable of delivering up to 9.4 kW. The power is measured with an Attopilot current sense PCB rated at 50V/ 180 Amps with input from a Matsusada model VOL50-200 high power DC supply delivering up to 10 kW. The synthetic jet power cables (8 cables from each blade) are routed from the blades to a 24-conductor high-speed slip ring mounted to the center of the rotor hub. The stationary cables from the slip ring are then routed through the ceiling and down to a signal generator and piezo amplifier (Matsusada model PZJ-0.1Px3). The electronic components are integrated to a National Instruments Labview data acquisition system (NI USB-6353 X Series) and managed through a single virtual instrument panel. The tower with experimental rotor is shown on Figure 1(a) and (b) where initial setup and testing was completed. Note this is not the location where the actual experiments of this study were conducted.
2.2 Experimental Rotor

The main design objectives of the experimental rotor were to create rotor blades with the following characteristics: (1) sufficiently large to produce nominal flow Reynolds numbers of $1 \times 10^6$ at the blade tip, (2) employ piezoelectric based synthetic jet actuators with a disk diameter of 35 mm, and (3) use the S809 airfoil and contain zero pitch twist distribution for ease in design and assembly. Computer modeling produced a rotor blade span, $b$ of 1.06 m that tapers down from a root chord, $c_r$ of 17.8 cm to a tip chord, $c_t$ of 8.9 cm for a taper ratio, $\lambda = c_t/c_r$ of 0.5. The blades contain an aspect ratio of 7.79, and when the blades are mounted to the rotor hub, a rotor diameter of 2.41 m is achieved. The blades are a significantly scaled-up version of a previous blade model that was studied inside a wind tunnel by the author [38]. A unique feature is the modular design of the blades that are divided into four blade modules or sections along the span. Modular design achieves lower production cost when replacing only the affected blade section or when making improvements to the blade geometry. For the experiments in this study, the flow was measured with LDV on only the blade tip section. The blades are rapid prototyped using a laser-sintered process from reinforced nylon material. The blade sections are bolted to an internal aluminum spar via countersunk surface holes covered with clay for a smooth surface finish. The blade contains 20 high-performance piezo disk actuators with a diameter of 35 mm (from Omega Piezo Technologies) and rectangular synthetic jet orifices with a measurement length, $l = 17.5$ mm and height, $h = 1.75$ mm (aspect ratio of 10) placed at a local chord wise location, $x/c = 0.31$ from the leading edge of the airfoil. The synthetic jet velocity profile can be considered mostly two-dimensional and is oriented perpendicular to the tangential flow velocity component of the rotor. The piezo disk actuators are electronically wired together by module, such that the piezos in each module can be activated independently with a different waveform signal, frequency, and voltage amplitude.

The synthetic jets were calibrated for maximum momentum transfer using a signal generator producing a sine waveform, 3-channel piezo voltage amplifier (Matsusada PZJ-J-0.1Px3), and a Dantec Dynamics Fiber-Flow LDA system. A 60 mm optical probe and laser was centered at the synthetic jet exit plane to measure the axial velocity with a piezo driving voltage of 50 V and a wide range of input frequencies. An optimum resonant frequency, $f_{res}$ was found that is equivalent to 1565 Hz where the piezo produced a maximum average jet velocity, $u_j$ of 68.3 m/s. In this study, all synthetic jets inside the blades were driven at the same voltage and resonant frequency. The strength of the synthetic jet was quantified using the synthetic jet momentum coefficient. This parameter is a ratio of the momentum produced by the synthetic jets relative to the momentum of the flow over the blade, and is quantified as follows,

$$C_\mu = \frac{n l j}{1/2 \rho U_\infty^2 A_b}$$

(1)
where $U_\infty$ is the local free stream velocity, $A_b$ is the blade area, $\rho$ is the air density, and $n$ is the number of synthetic jets which ranges from 4 to 20 depending on the blade configuration where synthetic jets are activated. Finally, $I_j$ is the time-average jet momentum during the outstroke, defined as,

$$I_j = \frac{1}{2} \rho A_{sj} \int_0^\tau u_j^2(t) \, dt$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $\tau$ is the synthetic jet outstroke time, $A_{sj}$ is the area of the synthetic jet orifice, and $u_j(t)$ is the centerline velocity at the jet exit plane. The time-average jet momentum is defined only for the outstroke part of the cycle because only the outstroke imparts momentum to the flow. For a rotating rotor in stationary conditions, the freestream velocity is assumed to be equal to the product of rotational speed and local blade radius ($\Omega_r$ cycle because only the outstroke imparts momentum to the flow. The inflow velocity is neglected since $\Omega r >> v_i$ and thus the airfoil angle of attack, $\alpha$ is assumed to be approximately equal to the blade pitch angle, $\theta$. The synthetic jet momentum coefficient is not constant but varies according to the square of the radius (from $r = 0$ to $r = R$). The momentum coefficient is highest near the root of the blade, where $\Omega r$ approaches zero, and lowest near the tip of the blade where $\Omega r$ is a maximum. When defining the momentum coefficient for a rotating rotor, it is defined in reference to a certain module; the radius $r$ to the center of the module and its local free stream velocity is used in the calculation. Moreover, the module planform area and number of synthetic jets contained in the module are also used. Using this definition, the range of synthetic jet momentum coefficient for the present experiments is $0.00148 \leq C_{tj} \leq 0.0638$. The lowest value corresponds to operating the rotor with four jets on the blade tip section 4 at $\Omega = 1,250$ RPM, and the highest value is obtained when activating 12 jets on blade sections 1 and 2 at $\Omega = 250$ RPM.

The mean flow surrounding a synthetic jet were measured with a Dantec Dynamics FiberFlow LDA system and two 60 mm optical probes with 2D and 1D measurement capability in order to measure the three velocity components; $U, V, W$. The laser generator is a Dantec DopplerLite diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser with 2 x 150 mW and 532/561 nm wavelength. The system is complete with an all-in-one processor (Burst Spectrum Analyzer, BSA F-series) configured for three velocity channels and a BSA Flow Software running on a Windows desktop for data acquisition and post-processing. A custom-built robust tower structure with motorized two-axis traversing mechanism was constructed. It was designed to place the LDV probes and laser beams angled at 30 degrees from each other and above the rotor plane angled downwards at five degrees from the rotor plane as shown on the experimental setup schematic of Figure 2. The three laser beam pairs were carefully aligned such that the measurement volume diameter was approximately 0.1 mm. Data sampling was phased-locked to the rotor speed using a trigger signal from the Hall-effect sensor with an additional time delay, with respect to the rotor blade and processing software, the uncertainty of the velocity measurements is estimated as approximately $\pm 0.35$ m/s. Blade structural vibration was measured with an electronic accelerometer onboard the blade and reduced to an amplitude of $\pm 0.5$ mm at the measurement plane by operating the rotor at speeds outside the natural excitation modes of the rotor tower. The first ten modes were computed by performing a modal analysis of the finite element model of the rotor tower. The results stress the importance of operating the rotor at speeds that exclude the following revolutions per-minute ranges to avoid excessive system vibration or damage: 440 to 480, 530 to 550, 620 to 650, and 770 to 790, and 1200 to 1230. The impact of blade vibration was fully resolved to obtain valid measurements inside the boundary layer by using real-time accelerometer data to track the vertical displacement of the blade relative to the probe measurement in order to compute the true wall-normal distance, $y'$. A fog generator (model SAFEX 10D15) was utilized to seed the flow with a mean water-based droplet size up to 1 $\mu$m. The seeding was introduced 30 cm above the rotor plane directed downward towards the measurement domain at an angle of 60 degrees from the rotor plane at high flow rates for proper flow seeding density and tracing quality. A schematic of of the experimental rotor blade with LDV measurement plane on blade section 4 (S4) near the tip of the blade is shown on Figure 3. Note the LDV measurement plane on the center of a synthetic jet orifice.
2.3 Experimental Cases and Flow Conditions

The rotor was operated at five rotor speeds, $\Omega$ of 250, 500, 750, 1,000, and 1,250 RPM as well as three blade pitch angles, $\theta$ of 0, 3, and 6 degrees. Due to the highly unsteady nature of the blade aerodynamics, the rotor thrust and electrical power was acquired using a data sample size of 20 seconds at a sample rate of 1,000 Hz and then averaged. The uncertainty in the direct measurement of thrust from the manufacturer is within $\pm 0.25$ N. The power reading, which is the product of current and voltage, contains a propagated uncertainty of $\pm 1.3\%$ of the measurement. Finally, the blade pitch angle set by four high-torque servos is calibrated with a $\pm 0.2^\circ$ accuracy. Various numbers of synthetic jets were activated according to the blade configuration outlined on Table 1.

Actuation of the flow is affected at frequencies that are of the same order of magnitude $F+ \sim O(1)$ as the characteristic shedding frequency. More precisely, the ratio between the synthetic resonant frequency ($f_{res} = 1565$ Hz) to the characteristic shedding frequency ($f_{char} = U_\infty/c$) of the airfoil is in the range of $1.05 \leq f_{res}/f_{char} \leq 5.24$ at the measurement location for all rotor speeds tested. This type of flow control technique produces the formation of vortical structures at the resonant frequency, and time-periodic vorticity flux and flow reattachment [39]. The local flow Reynolds number at the LDV measurement plane is calculated according to $Re = U_\infty c/\nu$, where $c$ is the local airfoil chord and $\nu$ is the air kinematic viscosity. The local Reynolds and Mach numbers for each rotor operating speed are given on Table 2.

Six hundred instantaneous measurements of $U$, $V$, $W$ velocity components were acquired and time-averaged...
Table 1 Experimental blade flow parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Synthetic Jet Actuation</th>
<th>Number of Jets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Baseline: no synthetic jet actuation</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>All blade sections (1, 2, 3, 4)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Blade section 4 (blade tip)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Blade section 1 and 2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Blade section 3 and 4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Flow Reynolds and Mach number at the blade measurement plane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\Omega (\text{RPM}))</th>
<th>(Re_{\infty})</th>
<th>(M_{\infty})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>2.02 \times 10^5</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>4.04 \times 10^5</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>6.06 \times 10^5</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>8.08 \times 10^5</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>1.01 \times 10^6</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in order to obtain mean velocity profiles. For this investigation, one measurement plane was selected across the center of the third synthetic jet from the blade tip at \(z' = 0\) mm as shown on Figure 3. The LDV probes were traversed to obtain data at four locations upstream and downstream of the synthetic jet along \(-8.75\) mm \(\leq x' \leq 26.25\) mm, and wall-normal data along \(0\) mm \(\leq y' \leq 5.25\) mm. Zero corresponds to the wall at the local measurement location, and the measurement resolution is equal to \(h/4 = 0.438\) mm. The measurement coordinates are non-dimensionalized with synthetic jet orifice height, and thus the flow is plotted along coordinates \(-5 \leq x'/h \leq 15\) and \(0 \leq y'/h \leq 3\). LDV data was obtained for rotor speeds of \(\Omega = 250, 750, \text{ and } 1,250\) RPM at blade pitch angles of \(\theta = 0^\circ, 3^\circ, \text{ and } 6^\circ\).

3 Results

3.1 Rotor Performance Measurements

The thrust-power performance of the rotor was quantified for the baseline without flow control and different combinations of synthetic jet forcing on the blades as indicated on Table 1. The main objective here is to show that synthetic jets are a viable means of increasing the thrust-power performance of a rotor, as defined by thrust-to-power consumption and figure of merit. The electrical input power as a function of rotor thrust is presented in Figures 4(a, b, and c) for blade pitch angles, \(\theta = 0^\circ, 3^\circ, \text{ and } 6^\circ\) respectively. The thrust and power measurements are a result of the integrated sectional lift and drag properties of the blade and various non-ideal flow and mechanical losses of the system. In Figure 4(a) for \(\theta = 0^\circ\), it is visible that activating the blade with different combinations of synthetic jets yields a lower power consumption for a given thrust compared to the baseline. Activating all 20 synthetic jets on blade sections 1 through 4 produces the best performance, however it is evident by the results that focusing jet actuation on the two outboard blade sections 3 and 4 with eight jets is very nearly as effective. This behavior repeats itself for \(\theta = 3^\circ \text{ and } 6^\circ\), only this time much higher thrust is produced due to normal operating conditions which places the blade sections at moderate angles of attack and lift coefficient values. It is hypothesized that synthetic jet actuation near the blade tip is more effective in increasing thrust-power efficiency compared to the blade root due to higher disk loading (thrust produced per unit blade area) near the tip. This makes any flow reattachment from flow control more sensitive to increasing sectional lift and decreasing pressure drag due to flow separation, thereby having a larger impact on rotor thrust and power.

In order to closely examine rotor performance for all flow control (FC) cases, the rotor thrust generated divided by input electrical power to drive the rotor (T/P) efficiency as a percentage over the baseline (BL) is
Fig. 4 Rotor power as a function of thrust for the baseline and flow control cases at blade pitch angles: a) $\theta = 0^\circ$, b) $\theta = 3^\circ$, and c) $\theta = 6^\circ$

plotted on Figure 5(a, b, and c) for $\theta = 0^\circ$, $3^\circ$, and $6^\circ$ respectively and is defined as follows,

$$\eta_{T/P} = \frac{(T/P)_{FC} - (T/P)_{BL}}{(T/P)_{BL}} \times 100 \quad (3)$$

It is clearly apparent that flow control with synthetic jets is effective in considerably increasing thrust-power efficiency, and is highly dependent on rotor speed, blade pitch angle, and blade location where the synthetic jets are activated. In terms of location, maximum performance per synthetic jet is achieved by activating four synthetic jets on the blade tip on section 4. The synthetic jets on the inboard region of the blade in section 1 and 2 are low-performance in comparison. Moreover the results are non-linear; the efficiency of activating jets on sections 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 separately sums to a larger value than the efficiency when all 20 jets are utilized at once. This suggests that there are adverse flow interactions between neighboring synthetic jets in a three-dimensional flow field that cause diminishing returns when activating a large number of jets on the blade.

For each blade configuration, the thrust-power efficiency reaches a local maximum value at a rotor speed, $\Omega = 500$ RPM, then sharply decreases as a function of speed up to 1,250 RPM. As the efficiency decreases, the freestream velocity and flow momentum over the blade increases, thereby significantly reducing the relative momentum transfer of the synthetic jets and their ability to suppress flow separation. A similar behavior was measured by the author for a fixed non-rotating wind turbine blade model inside a wind tunnel as the Reynolds number was increased [36]. The results suggest that for high rotor speeds and/or local flow Reynolds numbers beyond $1 \times 10^6$ representative of industrial-scale wind turbines or gas turbines, more powerful synthetic jet actuators are needed. The increased energy capture or thrust-power efficiency must outweigh the manufacturing complexity and added cost of incorporating synthetic jet actuators. In terms of the power input required to drive
the piezo disk actuators relative to the power savings to drive the rotor, there is a net reduction in the overall input power to the system. In this study each piezo was measured to consume an average of 0.185 W at an input voltage of 50 V, generating a synthetic jet with an average orifice exit velocity of 68.3 m/s. Activating a total of 60 synthetic jets for the three-bladed rotor requires 11.1 W of power. If we consider the best performing case on Figure 5(b) when activating all jets for \( \theta = 3^\circ \) and \( \Omega = 500 \text{ RPM} \) with a thrust-power efficiency of 22.9% over the baseline, we find that the input power is 0.436 kW compared to the baseline for the same conditions of 0.492 kW. This amounts to a net power savings of approximately 44.9 W, which is 9.1% of the original baseline power. This surprisingly favorable result serves as a motivation to study and advance active flow control techniques, specifically those based on synthetic jets, for large-scale rotor applications.

To further understand the significance of the flow control approach presented, the rotor figure of merit, \( FM \) as a function of thrust coefficient, \( C_T \) are presented on Figure 6. The \( FM \) is a dimensionless parameter of rotor power efficiency that compares the ideal power relative to actual power required to produce thrust,

\[
FM = \frac{P_{\text{ideal}}}{P_{\text{actual}}} = \frac{T^{3/2}}{\sqrt{2 \rho A P_{\text{elec}}}} \tag{4}
\]

where ideal power is based on momentum theory and contains the air density, \( \rho \) and rotor disk area, \( A \). The actual power is the input power required to produce thrust, \( T \) which in this case is the electrical power supplied to the motor to drive the rotor. The thrust coefficient is also a dimensionless performance parameter that indicates the potential of a rotor to generate thrust relative to its disk area and blade tip velocity (\( \Omega R \)),

\[
C_T = \frac{T}{\rho A \Omega^2 R^2} \quad \tag{5}
\]
With normal favorable operating conditions at $\theta = 3^\circ$ and $6^\circ$ in Figures 6(b) and (c) we observe markedly different results. The $FM$ increases significantly to expected values at high rotational velocities while the $C_T$ reverses trend from a minimal increase at $\theta = 3^\circ$ to a decrease at $\theta = 6^\circ$. Note the very small x-axis range in $C_T$. This effect is attributed to larger increases to the induced and profile power of the rotor at higher angles of attack and thrust [40]. The best flow control performance, as discussed in the thrust-power results, occurs at rotor conditions of $\theta = 3^\circ$ and $\Omega = 500$ RPM. The arrow in the plots gives the direction of increasing performance from the baseline both in terms of $FM$ and $C_T$ for all flow control cases. Again, the blade configuration involving 20 synthetic jets achieves the largest gain in performance; a 28% and 9% gain in $FM$ and $C_T$ respectively. Figure 6(c) at $\theta = 6^\circ$ shows maximum $FM$ is produced at $\Omega = 1,000$ RPM reaching a value of $FM = 0.55$ when actuating all jets, compared to $FM = 0.49$ for the baseline at the same rotor speed. This represents a considerable increase in power efficiency of 12%.

3.2 Chordwise Velocity Distributions

The flow over the blade airfoil was measured and time-averaged at four chord-wise measurement locations; $x/c = 0.219$ (M1), 0.309 (M2), 0.400 (M3), and 0.581 (M4) for the baseline and flow control case for blade section 4 only. Measurement M2 coincides with the location of the synthetic jet. Moreover, relative to the synthetic jet at $x/h = 0$, M1 is located 5 orifice heights ($5h$) upstream of the synthetic jet at $x/h = -5$, M3 is $5h$ downstream at $x/h = 5$, and M4 is $15h$ downstream at $x/h = 15$. The turbulence intensity, $T_u$ inside of the boundary layer was calculated from the instantaneous LDV measurements. It was found that $T_u$ varies widely from $2.3% \leq T_u \leq 18.6%$, and generally increases with rotor speed, blade pitch angle, chordwise distance, and depth into the boundary layer. A turbulence intensity above 10% was found at $\Omega = 1,000$ RPM and 1,250 RPM.
for $\theta = 3^\circ$ and $6^\circ$, where the local $Re_\infty$ is $8.08\times10^5$ and $1.01\times10^6$. The boundary layer under these conditions is predominantly a turbulent boundary layer.

Figure 7 presents the nondimensional chordwise velocity component, $U/U_\infty$ for M1 through M4 and $\theta = 0^\circ$, $3^\circ$, and $6^\circ$ for the baseline and flow control case with $C_\mu = 0.0371$ at a rotor speed, $\Omega = 250$ RPM. This corresponds to a Reynolds number of $2.02\times10^5$ at the blade measurement locations. Note that for the calculation of $C_\mu$, only the area of the blade section 4 was considered, and the freestream velocity ($\Omega r$) value of 29.88 m/s is evaluated at the synthetic jet with a spanwise location, $r/R = 0.947$. Figures 7(a, e, and i) show that upstream of the synthetic jet there is no effect on the flow. The boundary layer develops over the surface of the blade and grows from a thickness, $\delta$ of approximately $0.5h$ ($0.88$ mm) at M1 to $0.8h$ at M4 for $\theta = 0^\circ$ at $U/U_\infty \equiv 1$. We can clearly see the effect of flow control in the boundary layer, which is to reduce flow velocity deficit and momentum loss. Moreover, synthetic jets also influence the outer flow by increasing momentum particularly at the location of the jet on M2 and generally diminishes further downstream. The velocity distributions seem to converge at a wall-normal distance approaching $y'/h = 3$, indicating that synthetic jets are most effective at modifying chordwise velocity near the wall.

Fig. 7 Distribution of normalized chordwise velocity, $U/U_\infty$ for the baseline flow and when blade section 4 jets were activated with $C_\mu = 0.0371$ at $\Omega = 250$ RPM

As the blade pitch angle is increased to $\theta = 6^\circ$ in Figure 7(k and l) for the baseline case, there is an inflection point in the velocity profile which indicates the presence of an inviscid instability. Moreover, a reduction of the profile wall slope, $\partial U / \partial y'$ and boundary layer momentum suggests that flow separation is imminent. Flow control is shown to be able to restore some flow momentum in the boundary layer and consequently enhance lift compared to the baseline.

In the next set of velocity distributions on Figure 8, the rotor speed was increased to 750 RPM while maintaining the same synthetic jet orifice exit velocity. This effectively increases the free stream velocity and
reduces the synthetic jet momentum coefficient to $C_\mu = 0.00412$. Flow control is less able to energize the boundary layer and reduce the velocity deficit at lower synthetic jet momentum coefficients. In the case when the flow is on the verge of separation such as in Figure 8(k and l), synthetic jets are again able to provide momentum and delay separation.

As the rotor speed is increased further to $\Omega = 1,250$ RPM in Figure 9, the local Reynolds number reaches $1.01 \times 10^6$ and the boundary layer transitions to turbulent flow. There is a noticeable reduction in the initial boundary layer thickness. In the favorable pressure region of the airfoil at M1 or $x'/h = -5$ for $\theta = 0^\circ$ in Figure 9(a), the boundary layer thickness reaches a height of $y'/h \approx 0.25$ or $\delta \approx 0.48$ mm. For the previous cases at $\Omega = 750$ and 250 RPM respectively, the boundary layer at M1 is $\delta \approx 0.66$ mm and $\delta \approx 0.97$ mm. However, the rate of boundary layer growth at $\Omega = 1,250$ RPM is higher with chordwise distance and blade pitch angle. This is characteristic of a turbulent boundary layer with high levels of turbulence intensity, where $T_u$ up to $\approx 18.6\%$ was measured for $\Omega = 1,250$ RPM at $\theta = 6^\circ$ and M4 ($x/c = 0.581$). It is unclear how much effect the blade tip vortex has on boundary layer growth and turbulence intensity. There is evidence of a role in promoting boundary layer separation and slight reverse flow as shown for $\theta = 6^\circ$ and M4 in Figure 9(l), whereas this does not occur at lower rotor speeds and blade pitch angles. Finally, it is very important to note that even though the effect of the synthetic jet is diminutive for $\Omega = 1,250$ RPM at this particular blade measurement location, actuation of blade section 4 with three other synthetic jets manages to increase thrust-power efficiency between 2-5% as indicated in Figure 5.
Fig. 9 Distribution of normalized chordwise velocity, $U/U_∞$ for the baseline flow and when blade section 4 jets were activated with $C_\mu = 0.00148$ at $\Omega = 1,250$ RPM

3.3 Spanwise Velocity Distributions

The spanwise velocity component significantly contributes to three-dimensional flow encountered in the rotor and must be measured in order to properly characterize the flow. Figure 10 presents the nondimensional spanwise velocity component, $W/U_∞$ at the four measurement locations, M1 to M4 for blade pitch angles $\theta = 0^\circ$, $3^\circ$, and $6^\circ$ at a rotor speed $\Omega = 750$ RPM.

We can observe that within the boundary layer very close to the wall, the flow travels outboard towards the blade tip. Subsequently it encounters a blade tip vortex structure that induces flow in the inboard direction thereby diminishing its velocity outside the boundary layer. Moreover, as the flow travels along the airfoil from leading edge to trailing edge in a skewed manner due to spanwise velocity, it turns towards the blade tip at a faster rate due to an increase in the maximum negative spanwise velocity from M1 to M4 in Figure 10(a-d), 10(e-h), and 10(i-l) respectively for $\theta = 0^\circ$, $3^\circ$, and $6^\circ$. It is also evident that the blade-tip vortex becomes much stronger at higher blade pitch angles, for example at $\theta = 6^\circ$ in Figure 10(i-l). The velocity distribution away from the wall becomes highly skewed towards positive $W/U_\infty$, indicating that the tip vortex is inducing higher positive spanwise flow that opposes the spanwise component of freestream velocity. Flow control has a noticeable but very minor effect in modifying the baseline flow induced by the blade tip vortex above $y'/h = 1$. 
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3.4 Vortex Reynolds Number

The turbulent nature and length scales of the blade tip vortex can be described using the vortex Reynolds number [40] as follows,

$$Re_V = \frac{\Gamma_v}{\nu} = \frac{2(\Omega R) R}{\nu AR} \left( \frac{C_T}{\sigma} \right)$$

where $\Gamma_v$ is the circulation of the tip vortex which is directly related to lift production, and $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity of air at standard conditions. The expression is simplified to defining the vortex Reynolds number in terms of the rotor thrust coefficient, $C_T$, blade solidity, $\sigma$ and rotor blade geometric and operating parameters; aspect ratio, $AR$ and tip speed, $\Omega R$ which were directly calculated during rotor testing. The $Re_V$ allows a scaling analysis given by Iversen [41] to be done between model rotors and a full-scale rotor, thereby estimating the effect of the proposed flow control technique on real-world thermo-fluid systems.

The calculation of $Re_V$ as a function of $C_T$ and $\theta$ for the baseline (BL) and synthetic jet activation in all blade sections (FC S1-S4) and just section 4 (FC S4) are presented on Figure 11.

The magnitude of vortex Reynolds number is strongly dependent on blade pitch angle, and the enormous difference in magnitude between $Re_V$ at $\theta = 0^\circ$ and $\theta = 6^\circ$ can be appreciated in the same plot. For $\theta = 0^\circ$ when blade thrust loading is very low and consequently $Re_V$ ranges between $[4.2 - 6.5] \times 10^3$, there exists a relatively weak blade tip vortex characterized as transitional flow outside the vortex core according to Iversen. At $\theta = 3^\circ$ and $6^\circ$ the vortex Reynolds numbers reach values between $[1 - 5.4] \times 10^4$ and $[3.7 - 16.3] \times 10^4$ respectively, and
the tip vortex is categorized as turbulent. In the set of results at $\theta = 3^\circ$ and more significantly at $\theta = 6^\circ$, we can observe that flow control increases vortex Reynolds number due to higher thrust coefficients measured earlier. Moreover as $Re_\nu$ increases, the vortex core grows with higher induced velocities and turbulent length scales. The impact of larger vortex size and induced velocity is readily observed on the spanwise velocity distributions of Figures 9(i-l) as explained earlier.

4 Conclusions

Experiments on a sub-scale rotor with synthetic jets were conducted and show that a considerable increase in thrust-power efficiency is possible at rotor speeds where synthetic jets can impart sufficient momentum to the boundary layer relative to the baseline flow over the blade. This was most pronounced at rotational velocities of $\Omega = 500$ and 750 RPM. At $\Omega = 250$ RPM where the synthetic jet momentum coefficient for the entire blade is highest, it is believed based on the study by Vasile [9] that synthetic jets near the blade root on sections 1 and 2 actually cause local flow separation in regions where the ratio of jet to freestream velocity is approximately two or more. It is therefore desirable to lower the synthetic jet velocity in the inboard region of the blade at low rotor speeds to improve performance. It was also shown that for the amount of synthetic jets activated, control of the flow in the blade tip region holds the largest gains in improving the thrust-power efficiency of the blade. The blade tip vortex is a critical factor which strongly influences the fluid dynamics of the blade tip by inducing positive spanwise flow and adverse pressure gradient as the rotor speed and blade pitch angle increase. Moreover the magnitude of these effects was linked to the vortex Reynolds number, which is an indication of vortex size and inertial strength. In conclusion, flow control using synthetic jets can improve the aerodynamics and performance of a rotor. The technique presented seems to be scalable to larger rotors, however system factors such as reliability of the actuators in real operating conditions must be evaluated before it can be implemented in actual rotor-based energy or propulsion systems.
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